
1. How has data and technology affected your perception of the reality in terms of identity, truth, ambition, dreams 
and working life? 
⁃ if we didn’t have technology we still want to be artists 
⁃ these elements relate to sexuality, how technology as affected people’s six vibes 
⁃ no mystery, we have access to everything 
⁃ nothing is s exciting as it use to be 
⁃ there are many ways of meeting people but we choose not to 
⁃ dreams, sleep - how we never dream of technology or play a part 
⁃ how technology affects our sleeping patterns 
⁃ technology: “the application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, especially in industry” 
⁃ sense of social isolation - whether the feeling of connected to more people, benefits of this outweighs the 
negatives? 
⁃ interaction, although its not face to face 
⁃ is technology better only for your imagination? - people go frantic when talking on phones - why? 
⁃ if technology -devices - if this is technology, why do we still need to make art? 
⁃ Web 1.o (?) - conolalised by capital, spacing old graphics, personalise your own pages, animated gifs - now, 
media artist replicated this  - generating income for its maintenance for advertisement 
⁃ web 2.o - targeting what you were showing, to approach certain things 
⁃ people may not be exposed to art without internet 
⁃ vital importance of documenting your work - asking every art professional - the artwork that they feel is iconic, 
they develop work through image and visualisation 
⁃ press, pause and play - documentary of technology about being creative 
⁃ allowed many people to engage with creativity 
⁃ however, equality 
⁃ visualising data  
⁃ data visualisation 
⁃ lots of people, everyone is a different use - use computer, gather information 
⁃ population and sampling 
⁃ use the information to trends and advertising. 
 
2.  
⁃  Betrayal 
⁃ lack of privacy can make us feel unsettled and uncomfortable 
⁃ lack of knowledge that we have which makes it sinister 
⁃ recent - protest - people were posting a lot of  
⁃ government cut off the internet, if people share what going on, everything we hear are said from the authorities 
⁃ paranoia and fear of using technology 
⁃ how to give away your data - owning a piece of technology, using it - you will give data out - that data can be 
generated by you typing, hours spent using - potential to be watched 
⁃ terms and conditions - giving away your data, they can take that data - being incorporated together, to find out 
where that data comes from when all of them are pieced together, hence generating Big Data 
⁃ your data as an individual would be worth - if paying for it - would be enough to pay resources 
⁃ oyster cards? - they know exactly where you are -  
⁃ credit cards, cookies - if you go on the website, if you accept it - allows to use your data, something related to 
you, pass on data to third countries 
⁃ whoever purchases may be chased back to you 
⁃ as soon as you have a credit card, you are being chased 
⁃ credit rating 
 



3. Is the internet public, private or semi-public? 
⁃ something that is private -choose when and what something comes into your physical space 
⁃ semi-public - credit cards and codes 
⁃ public - everything else 
⁃ hacking, make anything public 
⁃ houses - could be private, but when being robbed - not private 
⁃ Hence - semi-public 
⁃ fingerprints - data generated 
⁃ facial recognition 
⁃ laptops 
⁃ e-passport gates 
⁃ EDT - collective artists, activists, hackers based in California- kind of relationship with Mexico, TBT - transporter 
migration tool - took everything off the phone, put a map, gave it to people who tried to go over the boarders, if they 
make across, they put water cashiers, since most people who cross boarders die  
 
4. Do you have privacy online? 
⁃ no, definite answer 
⁃ they’re giving you the choice to share 
⁃ whatever you’re sharing, you have a choice 
⁃ give you a sense of privacy,  putting/displaying a completely different person outside, different from ourselves 
⁃ use our data to create an emotional profile for each persevere on 
⁃ get you to pay attention to something 
⁃ linking into marketing - information that we’r are giving out cannot be censored 
⁃ put yourself online - not going online - when you’re choosing to go online, you cannot hide the fact that you will 
be generating data and sharing things 
⁃ even the tiniest actions have a big impact on whatever you see and receive back, base on what you’ve just 
watched or visited in the internet 
⁃ setting on apple products, private safari - false sense of privacy 
⁃ people might want to try hide 
⁃ they may want to dig information about you, the fact that you are on a ‘private’ safari 
⁃ we don’t really have any privacy in real life 
⁃ use the data to help themselves, predict ourselves 
⁃ invasion of privacy 
⁃ selfish purposes 
⁃  instagram stories - 24hours, no control 
⁃ internet spreads so quickly 
⁃ London is one of the most watched cities in the world - many CCTVs 
⁃ Its not really what your put yourself - they would be able to determine everything based on what you use and do 
⁃ the internet of things 
 


